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Introduction
The U.S. government has spent hundreds of billions of dollars on foreign aid to support our national security objectives around the world. Our foreign aid apparatus was launched during the Cold War to curb the appeal and spread of communism. During the post-Cold War, foreign aid helped integrate former Warsaw Pact allies of Moscow into Euro-Atlantic structures, countries that would later join us in the fight against Islamic terrorism. The United States has rescued tens of millions of people from natural disasters, epidemics, and ravages of war. I have witnessed many of these achievements as an NGO practitioner, State Department official, US government contractor, think tank policy leader, and senior official at the U.S. Agency for International Development. I have worked in and on crises in Central America and the Caribbean, Balkans, Eastern Europe, Middle East, Sahel, and Central Asia.

Unfortunately, foreign aid budgets have grown so large that our federal agencies can no longer fulfill their management and oversight duties to prevent waste, fraud, and abuse of taxpayer funds. A powerful and politicized aid industrial complex lobbies Congress to achieve two self-serving goals – secure ever larger foreign aid budgets and stymie aid transparency and accountability. Today, we are spending more on foreign aid than ever before, yet the world is poorer, more unstable and corrupt, less well governed, and increasingly beholden to our adversaries. The Trump administration addressed these challenges by adopting a strategy to end the need for foreign aid by focusing on increasing trade and investment relationships over aid dependency. Many reforms instituted have since been undone by the Biden administration. Worse, the sector has been taken over by a fringe group of radicals unrepresentative of America, who undercut the effectiveness of our aid programs, and damage the...
American brand overseas to the benefit of Communist China, Putin’s Russia, Iran and its proxies, and other global actors that mean to do us harm.

Below I outline the importance of foreign aid in combating threatening efforts by Communist China to impose its totalitarian model on the world. I review why our foreign aid system is too broken and corrupt to fulfill its critical mission. I then offer a set of suggestions on how we can restore our foreign aid instruments into effective tools of soft power to better confront this era of great power competition.

**The China Challenge**

Through its trillion-dollar infrastructure-centered Belt and Road Initiative, China’s Communist Party-controlled banks and enterprises issue loans and investments throughout the developing world. Beijing leverages these financial transactions to strengthen its global political influence, isolate Taiwan, monopolize control over rare earth minerals and critical supply chains, and gain port access for its expanding navy to project military power worldwide. According to the Center for Naval Analysis, in the past 20 years, China has provided Africa with over $170 billion in loans, credits, and grants, mostly for infrastructure\(^1\) while U.S. Government efforts to support similar projects are mired in bureaucratic regulations. Similarly, throughout Latin America and Asia, China has become the dominant trade and investment partner.

The Trump administration built a robust counter-China architecture to provide developing countries a clear choice between a model of economic growth based on freedom, prosperity, and sovereignty as opposed to China’s model based on predatory financing, corruption, substandard labor and environmental practices, repression, and subordination to Beijing’s political diktats.\(^2\) The U.S. International Development Finance Corporation (DFC) and the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) coordinated their respective efforts to tap into the West’s massive capital markets to meet the infrastructure needs of the global south while decreasing our reliance on failing grant-based development programs. Importantly, we strengthened our partnerships with low-cost, high-impact local faith-based organizations instead of with high-cost, low-impact contractors and international organizations. Given the outsized development importance of Churches in the delivery of critical social services in poor countries, we made international religious freedom a core pillar of our development approach.\(^3\)

This administration has dispensed with much of that architecture. Instead, it has teamed up with foundations that partner with Communist China such as the Bezos Earth Fund.\(^4\) Good governance
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practices have been replaced by ideologically driven political agendas, such as diversity, equity and inclusion, transgenderism, and climate alarmism. Together, these policies have undercut the effectiveness of our economic tools of soft power and enabled China and other malign actors to strengthen their strategic position in the global south.

**Radicalization of Foreign Aid**

Like elsewhere in the federal government, progressive extremists have taken over the foreign aid industry that could once boast of strong bipartisan support. That bipartisanship has evaporated. Our foreign aid agencies, and the industry it finances, have lost all semblance of nonpartisanship, creating hostile work environments for those who do not subscribe to their political ideology, negatively infecting agency hiring and promotion criteria, and driving away professional talent we need to counter our adversaries. Worse, foreign aid has become a global platform to transmit a radical cultural agenda to poor countries in violation of their beliefs, even conditioning desperately needed assistance on compliance. This approach is building anti-American sentiment with national security consequences.

An example of the radicalization of our aid is USAID’s $45 million, five-year program to promote “human rights, social justice, democracy, and inclusive development around the world” based on the social movement theories of an Italian Marxist professor. Far from defending democracy overseas, this and other such programs undermine it, giving sustenance to anti-American forces that would otherwise wither on the vine for lack of domestic support. Our government’s democracy promotion programs that once advocated for natural-based rights, election integrity, civil society, independent media, and economic freedom have become disfigured to support a global network of radical NGOs that seek to undermine U.S. interests and adopt positions espoused by our adversaries, such as support for Palestinian terrorist group Hamas.

Political extremism has permeated the aid bureaucracy. At USAID, an entire edifice of racial, sexual and gender ideological requirements have been imposed. Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) committees have been established “in all Bureaus, Offices, and [overseas] missions.” USAID has created “an agency-wide dashboard and DEI scorecard for all bureaus, offices and missions” to track staff compliance with the Administration’s DEI directives. The State Department has expended $77 million over the past two years to build its DEI platforms and it plans to expend another $83 million this fiscal year. Representative Mike McCaul, Chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, recently described how DEI is enforced when he said “Now, foreign and civil service officers must pledge allegiance [to the DEI agenda] or else risk not being promoted.”
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6 Ibid.

In fact, all policies and programs must be vetted through DEI politics. Former colleagues still working in the government have told me how they are forced to list their “pronouns” as a public display of DEI commitment and follow these political edicts or be passed over for performance awards and career advancement. Some have been forced out of public service altogether. The fight for fairness – a noble and necessary objective – has been turned into a political cudgel to enforce ideological conformity. It is anti-democratic, distracts from the good management of our foreign aid portfolio, and undermines our national security interests.

Such aggressive ideological conformity may be codified in a new rule proposed by the U.S. Department of State under the Orwellian title “Nondiscrimination in Foreign Aid”\(^8\) that will require faith-based organizations to accept new categories of sexual identity in their work, categories that violate their core religious tenets. Not only does this rule discriminate against people of faith, but it will also dissuade them from working with U.S. federal agencies on a wide range of issues. Such an outcome would upend our global aid delivery systems in countries where Churches are the principal providers of social services. Conversely, it would increase our reliance on the aid industrial complex.

The foreign aid implementing community is no better. After leaving USAID, the head of one international development association told me that “the biggest contractors got together to commit to not hire former Trump administration officials…the humanitarian organizations were the most strident.” The foreign aid industry has purged those failing to adhere to this toxic ideology. The Society for International Development, an association of professional development experts, promotes a DEI agenda to advance those that “self-identify as Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC), women, genderqueer, nonbinary, LGBTQIA+, people with disabilities, and those from formerly or currently colonized countries.” InterAction is a global alliance of humanitarian aid providers, such as the American Red Cross, CARE USA, Catholic Relief Services and World Vision. Its DEI Compact states that anti-Blackness is “rooted in white supremacy,” and refers to a “white gaze” that “places people of color against a model of whiteness.”\(^9\) DEI policies pervade the aid industry, signaling to people of faith, conservatives, even political moderates – most of America – that they need not apply.

Recently, a researcher successfully sued the US government-funded Center for Global Development for discrimination after she was fired for tweeting that transgender women cannot change their biological sex, a statement of fact but one that violated industry orthodoxy.\(^10\) Few, however, will go to the expense, pain, and professional risk of confronting such systemic discrimination and so they will either keep quiet, resign, or avoid seeking a career in the sector to our detriment. As a result, freedom of speech, even free thought, is being prohibited, while recruitment and retention of talent is curbed.

The resulting sector’s skewed political sociology is staggering. My former colleague at USAID Tim
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Meisburger has meticulously researched the disturbing impact that taxpayer funded partisanship within the foreign aid industrial complex has had on our domestic elections. Using data pulled from the Federal Elections Commission website, Meisburger found gross disparities in political contributions from employees in the U.S. Department of State and USAID, with 93 and 97 percent of political contributions directed to Democratic Party causes respectively.\(^{11}\)

Reviewing political donations from the top partners of the U.S. Government’s President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), a $7 billion per year global health program, Meisburger found similar disparities with over 97 percent of political donations from its implementing partners directed to the Democratic Party.\(^{12}\) Similarly, the top USAID contractors, recipients of billions of dollars in taxpayer-funds, give nearly 100 percent of political donations directed to Democratic Party causes. Of the top 17 grantees and partners of USAID’s Office of Democracy, Human Rights and Governance, 14 saw 100 percent of their political donations during the 2019-20 election cycle directed to Democratic Party causes with only one (the International Republican Institute) under 90 percent.

Tim concludes: “The politicization of foreign assistance also damages U.S. foreign policy [as] U.S. assistance is increasingly tied to social and political “reforms” that aid beneficiaries view as neocolonial and oppressive. This policy risks driving nations into the arms of China and Russia, which impose no such conditions on their bilateral relationships.”

The political corruption of our foreign aid system also threatens our own democracy. Not only are federally funded jobs being determined by political litmus tests, but billions of taxpayer dollars are being improperly leveraged to provide one political party a powerful and media savvy stable of issue advocates and campaign financing during elections at the expense of other parties. That must end.

**From Global Health to Abortion Theft**

In a June 6th letter to the U.S. Congress last year, 127 African parliamentarians, religious leaders, and health and education experts from fifteen countries praised Congressional leaders for the “millions of African peoples [that] have benefitted from PEPFAR…that has allowed our countries to prevent and treat HIV/AIDS and reduce the scourge of this disease.” PEPFAR (President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief) has saved millions of lives and built substantial goodwill throughout Africa. However, these African leaders asked Congress to “respect our values…on protecting and preserving life” suspicious that “this funding is supporting so-called family planning and reproductive health principles and practices, including abortion, that violate our core beliefs concerning life, family, and religion.”\(^{13}\)

Empowering African communities by designing programs collaboratively has been the calling card of the foreign aid sector. It is the right approach to take, especially if we are to assist them in their journey to self-reliance, end the indignity of aid dependency, and cut the costs of delivering aid during a period of severe budget constraints. But this pro-life message from African leaders is not welcomed by the aid establishment. PEPFAR, and other U.S. government global health programs -- that cost us $10


billion annually -- have become beholden to the administration’s aggressive pro-abortion agenda.\textsuperscript{14} The American body politic is deeply divided over this issue. Moreover, most of the countries where we provide aid are steadfastly pro-life. PEPFAR is an example of how aid programs, propped by an army of aid industry lobbyists on Capitol Hill, never end and become entitlement programs, irrespective of the development distortions they create. For PEPFAR, an emergency program now in its 21\textsuperscript{st} year, its higher-paying salaries have drawn away scarce African medical talent to do AIDS work, leaving maternal and other health sectors in shambles.

The administration’s obsession with abortion (“sexual and reproductive health”) ignores the need to focus our global efforts on family-centered health. Families are the core constituent of any society and the most effective way to treat endemic health crises in these countries is to build their resilience against external stress. Family centered support, including directing more resources to pregnancy centers, will achieve better long-term health results, strengthen the stability of vulnerable communities, and lead to more productive and self-reliant citizens.

\textbf{Green Agenda for the Rich and China}

Nothing has undercut foreign aid’s objective of reducing poverty, mitigating hunger, and pulling the developing world into the community of democratic-capitalist states more than the green agenda. Climate activists do not dispute this causal relationship but see the remedy as “more aid.”

President Biden’s decision to “put the climate crisis at the center of U.S. foreign policy and national security” followed by USAID’s self-declaration as “a climate agency” sounded the death knell for prospects of building prosperity for the world’s poorest countries.\textsuperscript{15} The administration’s aggressive and radical climate agenda has been incorporated into all foreign aid initiatives. The DFC, designed to catalyze large-scale private sector responses to Communist China’s Belt and Road Initiative, refuses to finance oil and gas projects. The administration vetoed the Inter-American Development Bank’s consideration of Guyana’s request for a loan to develop its massive oil and gas reserves, passing on a near-shore strategic opportunity to strengthen the Western hemisphere’s energy security and giving Chinese state-owned energy companies an opening near America’s shores.\textsuperscript{16}

This anti-fossil fuel agenda has hit the developing world hard, leading to spikes in energy prices that force poor countries to divert scarce foreign exchange earnings on their development priorities. This is a deliberate development of underdevelopment. The ensuing inflation, which has upended domestic politics in the West, has been devastating for countries where millions of people spend a higher proportion of their low incomes to purchase food. Food yields have shrunk as farmers in the global south can no longer afford the high costs of natural-gas-derived fertilizers. Developing countries naturally endowed with fossil fuel resources that could provide their citizens with clean, cheap fuel and finance social services in health, education, clean water, and basic infrastructure, are directed not to do so. Commercial banks and international financial institutions deny financing to develop their


fossil fuel industries, sacrificing the future of millions of Africans, Latin Americans, and Asians on the altar of net zero carbon emissions.\(^{17}\)

Pressures from bilateral donors and multilateral financial institutions to go green are destabilizing the world. Joining the climate craze, Sri Lanka banned chemical fertilizers absent replacement strategies to maintain high crop yields, resulting in widespread hunger, political instability, and the collapse of the government. USAID, whose green policies contributed to the crisis responded to it with another $40 million in food assistance.\(^{18}\) South Africa depends on coal-powered energy for most of its power needs. The sub-Saharan country would need over $26 billion in foreign aid to fully transition from coal.\(^{19}\) Encouraged by the White House, Colombia, one of Latin America’s major oil exporters, has ceased issuing permits for future fossil fuel investment, sparking economic decline, drops in national revenue, capital flight, immiseration, higher cartel violence, and emigration to the United States.

The green energy agenda is incompatible with efforts to counter Communist China’s growing influence in the global south. Indeed, Beijing is the main benefactor of these climate programs as our aid agencies promote dependency on Chinese renewable energy technologies, courtesy of the U.S. taxpayer. We are literally financing Beijing’s global expansion. It is a gross misallocation of our resources when USAID’s own data shows that climate-related deaths from droughts, floods, and fires saw a 97 percent drop over the past century.\(^{20}\)

**Diversion of Humanitarian Assistance to Bad Actors**

For decades the United States has responded to global catastrophes through large-scale emergency humanitarian responses, saving millions of lives. But whereas natural disasters, such as earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, disease outbreaks once constituted most of our humanitarian responses, today our humanitarian attention is mostly directed towards man-made crises that demand ever-increasing amounts of food and nonfood aid that endures for years.

Following Hamas’ genocidal attack on the Israeli people last October, the American public became aware how our decades-long humanitarian support to the Palestinian people has become a permanent inter-generational entitlement program. The United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNWRA), the main conduit for billions in U.S. aid, has come under severe criticism for employing Hamas attackers and sympathizers, and allowing taxpayer funding to be diverted to support a terrorist infrastructure that facilitated the brutal October 7th slaughter.\(^{21}\)
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But misuse and diversion of U.S. humanitarian assistance is not limited to Gaza. It has unfortunately been a constant in U.S. humanitarian aid programs. Diversion of U.S. assistance is widespread and systematic, financing terrorist organizations, endless wars, criminal regimes, government corruption, and the permanent immiseration of millions.

The Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction has testified before Congress that U.S. humanitarian aid is financing and consolidating Taliban control. Recent SIGAR reports document how USAID continues to fail to comply with its vetting requirements and cannot account for $3 billion in cash disbursements made through the United Nations. In Afghanistan, we have no Embassy officials on the ground to oversight how and where our aid is distributed. During my term as a contractor in Afghanistan, a USAID program officer addressed my concerns about aid theft with “if we lose 20% of our aid to get the other 80% gets in, that is a good deal.” That is illegal, immoral, and a bad deal for the U.S. taxpayer. That permissive attitude has permeated deeply throughout the humanitarian aid industry worldwide.

For years Houthi rebels in Yemen have routinely attacked our regional allies and more recently international shipping lanes. Yet, billions in U.S. humanitarian aid have flowed to areas under their control despite USAID’s own commissioned report revealing that little emergency aid reaches those most in need, with only 26 percent surveyed saying they received aid, indicating that much aid is being seized by the rebels. Diversion has consolidated the Houthi’s grip on power in the country and it is fueling a war economy that is “enriching an entrenched militant elite who monopolize the distribution of aid and use food and supplies as political capital.” The Trump administration had cut aid to Yemen, but this administration renewed it despite clear evidence of its damaging impact.

Syria has received over $15 billion in mostly humanitarian aid since civil war broke out in 2012. The murderous dictatorship of Bashar al-Assad skims half of donor assistance through inflated exchange rates, diversion of food baskets to his military units, and procurement arrangements with regime contractors. A quarter of U.N. procurement funding in Syria “were sourced from individuals sanctioned by the U.S., U.K., and E.U.” Inspector General investigations have revealed “complex fraud schemes affecting the quality and effectiveness of humanitarian aid delivered to refugee
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camps. International NGOs have been fined by the U.S. Department of Justice for aid diversion yet continue to be funded by the U.S. Government. Worse, by taking on the social sector obligations of the Syrian regime we are indirectly financing Russia’s and Iran’s power projection in the Middle East.

Meanwhile, the impact on these countries’ ability to feed themselves has been devastating. Yemen was once the breadbasket of the Arabian Peninsula. It now depends on foreign aid to feed itself. A recent report claims that two-thirds of Yemenis need humanitarian support, or over 21 million people, despite spending $15 billion. In Syria, where the conflict ended years ago, 14.6 million people need assistance and are more dependent on aid than ever before.”

Today, Haiti is not only a failed state but a failed society, threatening the U.S. with yet another massive migration crisis. In 2020, I was tasked by Agency leadership to visit Haiti and analyze why, after the country had received billions of dollars in U.S. aid, it remained among the poorest countries in the world. I asked a local entrepreneur why Haitian farmers could not produce enough food and feed the country. His dry response was “it’s hard to compete against free food.” The country continues to receive tens of millions of dollars in food aid. In sum, the more humanitarian aid we disburse the more it is needed as we destroy the ability of local farmers to produce food locally.

To stop this nonsense, Congress must stop jamming billions of dollars more in emergency aid that our federal officials cannot manage, our embassies cannot oversee, that undercuts local food production, finances war economies, and consolidates the power of regimes that mean to do us harm.

**Improving the Effectiveness of our Foreign Aid:**

**Cut the International Affairs Budget:** Congress must make deep cuts in the international affairs budget. Federal aid agencies lack the staff, oversight ability, and talent to ensure good stewardship of current levels of funding. It has spawned a self-dealing industry that is corrupting our political system. Cutting the budget reflects the reality of America’s unsustainable debt levels. Our European allies such as the United Kingdom, Germany, France, are already making deep cuts to their aid budgets.

It is time that Congress cut humanitarian aid outlays where most appropriated funds are spent on overhead rates, logistics and security, and diversion to bad actors. Redirecting emergency aid through
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local organizations, such as local Churches, can cut costs by half and produce better results. Where we lack the ability to prevent diversion, we must reevaluate the wisdom of continuing these programs. We must end funding to the UNWRA, corrupt international organizations, and NGOs that commit procurement fraud. Similarly, the global health budget has become an endless entitlement program. Beneficiary countries must take an increasing financial stake in these programs which should be eventually closed out. It makes no sense, for example, to provide South Africa, a member of the G-20 of wealthy countries, nearly one billion dollars a year in aid.

**Greater Transparency and Accountability:** The Trump administration directed the aid bureaucracy to publicize all awards and subawards but was met with resistance. Congress should require full award disclosure before authorizing more aid. Transparency must extend to obtaining and reducing the high overhead charges of contractors and grantees. A recent government audit found that “despite managing over $142.5 billion in awards, [USAID’s NCRA team] did not have a system in place to collect or analyze indirect cost rate data,” opening gaping holes for abuse. Contractors deeply oppose transparency of their indirect costs. Public scrutiny will incentivize implementers to cut their cuts.

**End Green Programs:** Defunding the climate agenda will have the most positive impact on alleviating global poverty and set many countries back on a path to wealth creation, self-reliance, political stability, and new alliances against China. It would end the absurdity of forcing countries to rely on Communist China for technology and deny them the sovereign right to exploit their own natural resources. Climate adaptation and market-driven energy transition are valid; policies based on climate alarmism are not. Relatedly, our aid agencies must cease funding entities that work closely with the Chinese regime.

**Deradicalize Aid.** Nothing does more to erode public support for foreign aid than using aid as a global platform to promote divisive political and social agendas. Congress should direct the Government Accounting Office (GAO) to investigate systemic hiring and promotion discrimination throughout the foreign aid industry. It should assess the negative impact that DEI programs are having on talent recruitment and retention.

**End the Crackdown on Faith-Based Partners:** The Biden administration has proved the most antagonistic towards faith-based organizations that are the backbone of global assistance delivery systems, viewing them as political obstacles to their radical social agenda rather than as able partners. For example, the aid bureaucracy has been resolute in refusing to provide technical support to Churches confronting the onslaught of jihadist extremists in northern Nigeria. USAID Administrator Samantha Power had set a goal for USAID to fund 30 percent of all contracts and grants to local
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implementers. Yet this goal is unachievable without the participation of faith-based partners. Congress must renew its statutory protections for faith-based organizations – both American and overseas – against requirements forcing them to violate their religious tenets.

**Term Limit All Programs:** As practiced, there are few incentives for aid agencies and the aid industry to “work themselves out of a job.” Aid dependency undercuts the sovereign stability of the countries we support. All development programs that have existed for over five years must be reevaluated for effectiveness and if not effective terminated. New programs should be limited to five years with a clear close-out strategy and measurable annual metrics of progress during the program’s term. If those metrics are unmet, the program should also be ended. For humanitarian responses, we must press governments to reintegrate their refugee and displaced populations once conflict has subsided.

**From Traditional Development to Trade and Investment.** Our traditional foreign aid programs are no longer effective in alleviating global poverty, nor do they help us confront China’s global threat. Congress should amend the Build Act to bolster the U.S. International Development Finance Corporation as a counter-China financial instrument of soft power. The Millenium Challenge Corporation, which rewards good governance reformers and prepares countries for attracting foreign investment and increasing trade, needs to expand its remit. Engagement with America’s unmatched private sector is what the developing world wants. This approach will more effectively bind the global south to the United States and its allies. It is what will end the need for foreign aid.
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